**Archaeology Seminar Series**
**Engaged Archaeology**

**Winter - Spring 2019**
Basement lecture theatre, Gregory Building

- **16 - January**: Prof Ian Ralston (University of Edinburgh) - Neolithic, Dark Age or both? A tale of eastern Scottish timber halls at Doon Hill, East Lothian and Balbridie, Aberdeenshire
- **30 - January**: Dr Maya Hoole (HES) – Scotland’s rock-art project
- **6 - February**: Dr Gabriel Moshenska (UCL) - Heritage, Place and Collaborative Archaeology in Asturias, Spain
- **13 - February**: Joint seminar with Information Studies
  Dr Nicole Smith and Dr Adele Redhead (University of Glasgow) - Experiences of burial grounds: Co-designing a national system for graveyard and cemetery recording; perspectives on the record and the memory
- **20 - February**: Dr Ian Moffat (McDonald Institute for Archaeological Research, University of Cambridge) - Geophysical and Geomatic Approaches to Archaeological Rock Shelters
- **18-21 - February DALRYMPLE LECTURES**: Prof Gavin Lucas (University of Iceland): four consecutive evening lectures in The Archaeology of Time
- **27 – February**: Dr Kenny Brophy (University of Glasgow) and Dr Gordon Barclay (Independent Researcher) - Trolling the trolls: archaeologists as public intellectuals
- **6 - March**: Dr Helen Green (University of Glasgow) - Heritage values, community engagement and wind energy in Scotland
- **13 - March**: Jennifer Jackson (York Archaeological Trust) - Your Dig: York Archaeological Trust’s Participatory Community Engagement Programme
- **20 – March**: Dr Chris Fowler (Newcastle University) - Interpreting change and diversity in the Chalcolithic and Early Bronze Age mortuary practices of northeast England